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3-1-13 Invent Something with a few wives! 3-1-13 Invent Something with a few wives! 3-1-13 Invent Something with a few wives! 3-1-13 Invent Something with a few wives! 

Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and 
give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects give the wives 1,001 Invention Projects 
spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 
with the loving husband! NBC never had a with the loving husband! NBC never had a with the loving husband! NBC never had a with the loving husband! NBC never had a 
kind story on Making "Polygamist kind story on Making "Polygamist kind story on Making "Polygamist kind story on Making "Polygamist 
Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Marriage Legal" for the New Age of 
Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a 
Hemingway Novel, writing with many Hemingway Novel, writing with many Hemingway Novel, writing with many Hemingway Novel, writing with many 
wives from Key West 2013. wives from Key West 2013. wives from Key West 2013. wives from Key West 2013. 

“Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the 
New French Revolution... and Star Travel, New French Revolution... and Star Travel, New French Revolution... and Star Travel, New French Revolution... and Star Travel, 
discover Aliens, billions of them at the discover Aliens, billions of them at the discover Aliens, billions of them at the discover Aliens, billions of them at the 
nearest 4 Stars - four Star General nearest 4 Stars - four Star General nearest 4 Stars - four Star General nearest 4 Stars - four Star General 
Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.-led Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.-led Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.-led Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.-led 
international coalition that drove international coalition that drove international coalition that drove international coalition that drove 
Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 
1991. He was 78 when he died in Tampa 1991. He was 78 when he died in Tampa 1991. He was 78 when he died in Tampa 1991. He was 78 when he died in Tampa 
on Dec. 27 of complications from on Dec. 27 of complications from on Dec. 27 of complications from on Dec. 27 of complications from 
pneumonia. pneumonia. pneumonia. pneumonia. 
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Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet 
there is not a international coalition there is not a international coalition there is not a international coalition there is not a international coalition 
sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate sending in a Four Star MD to eradicate 
Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the 
Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as 
Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza, 
Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis are 
all spread by airborne transmission well all spread by airborne transmission well all spread by airborne transmission well all spread by airborne transmission well 
as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores as hugs + kisses! Publix Grocery Stores 
must have air bone filters... the Cruise must have air bone filters... the Cruise must have air bone filters... the Cruise must have air bone filters... the Cruise 
Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the 
Oreo Cookie package someone sneezed on Oreo Cookie package someone sneezed on Oreo Cookie package someone sneezed on Oreo Cookie package someone sneezed on 
at Publix Grocery store so everyone should at Publix Grocery store so everyone should at Publix Grocery store so everyone should at Publix Grocery store so everyone should 
be test for these diseases via futuristic be test for these diseases via futuristic be test for these diseases via futuristic be test for these diseases via futuristic 
breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should breath analyzer! Food Stamp Card should 
not let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... not let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... not let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... not let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk Foods... 

1 million women are murdered, Blade 1 million women are murdered, Blade 1 million women are murdered, Blade 1 million women are murdered, Blade 
Runner is an example of 1 murderer, let Runner is an example of 1 murderer, let Runner is an example of 1 murderer, let Runner is an example of 1 murderer, let 
out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy 
tortured Mary into hanging herself in the tortured Mary into hanging herself in the tortured Mary into hanging herself in the tortured Mary into hanging herself in the 
barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of 
thousands of women are “Bullied” into thousands of women are “Bullied” into thousands of women are “Bullied” into thousands of women are “Bullied” into 
hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” 
never has a example of women wives never has a example of women wives never has a example of women wives never has a example of women wives 
bullied to death! bullied to death! bullied to death! bullied to death! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at 
West Point + Yale Medical School. Both are West Point + Yale Medical School. Both are West Point + Yale Medical School. Both are West Point + Yale Medical School. Both are 
classified for students and Professors only. classified for students and Professors only. classified for students and Professors only. classified for students and Professors only. 
7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion 
Galaxies in the Universe have nothing in Galaxies in the Universe have nothing in Galaxies in the Universe have nothing in Galaxies in the Universe have nothing in 
common with the lecture “Dictators + common with the lecture “Dictators + common with the lecture “Dictators + common with the lecture “Dictators + 
Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and 
MD’s Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do MD’s Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do MD’s Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do MD’s Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do 
with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 
Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks is Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks is Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks is Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks is 
what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, 
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Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian 
Novel Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives Novel Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives Novel Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives Novel Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives 
with a futuristic Hemingway Clone with a futuristic Hemingway Clone with a futuristic Hemingway Clone with a futuristic Hemingway Clone 
talking writing + invention classes in Key talking writing + invention classes in Key talking writing + invention classes in Key talking writing + invention classes in Key 
West can and will discover what's in West can and will discover what's in West can and will discover what's in West can and will discover what's in 
"Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity 
of the Universe on Earth is off course via of the Universe on Earth is off course via of the Universe on Earth is off course via of the Universe on Earth is off course via 
the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British the "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British 
Queen Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Queen Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Queen Elizabeth's escaping with $177 Queen Elizabeth's escaping with $177 
Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. 
Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several 
generations of aspiring inventors kept in generations of aspiring inventors kept in generations of aspiring inventors kept in generations of aspiring inventors kept in 
the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a 
ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in ElectricWindmillcar Age! Ocean of H2O in 
Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via 
10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft 
Carrier is suppressing a New Era of H at Carrier is suppressing a New Era of H at Carrier is suppressing a New Era of H at Carrier is suppressing a New Era of H at 
-254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them 
can replace all the wood stoves the UN is can replace all the wood stoves the UN is can replace all the wood stoves the UN is can replace all the wood stoves the UN is 
currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are 
criminal Organizations! criminal Organizations! criminal Organizations! criminal Organizations! 

Hemingway House has not started Hemingway House has not started Hemingway House has not started Hemingway House has not started 
innovative writing classes for "To Have innovative writing classes for "To Have innovative writing classes for "To Have innovative writing classes for "To Have 
Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for 
the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI 
modifications to the MRI software so a 7 modifications to the MRI software so a 7 modifications to the MRI software so a 7 modifications to the MRI software so a 7 
second full body scan can cure cancer, second full body scan can cure cancer, second full body scan can cure cancer, second full body scan can cure cancer, 
and “39 Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet and “39 Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet and “39 Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet and “39 Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet 
Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has had Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has had Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has had Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia has had 
a free University and Health Care since a free University and Health Care since a free University and Health Care since a free University and Health Care since 
1980, profiting from the suppression of the 1980, profiting from the suppression of the 1980, profiting from the suppression of the 1980, profiting from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! 
Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues now in Swiss Banks will give the revenues now in Swiss Banks will give the revenues now in Swiss Banks will give the revenues now in Swiss Banks will give the 
USA a cure for breast cancer via USA a cure for breast cancer via USA a cure for breast cancer via USA a cure for breast cancer via 
"Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, 
armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth of armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth of armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth of armed with $1 Trillion dollars worth of 
IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No 
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Nuke computer simulations until after a Nuke computer simulations until after a Nuke computer simulations until after a Nuke computer simulations until after a 
cancer cure computer simulation! That cancer cure computer simulation! That cancer cure computer simulation! That cancer cure computer simulation! That 
lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap 
every cancer cell in your body! Airport every cancer cell in your body! Airport every cancer cell in your body! Airport every cancer cell in your body! Airport 
X-Ray scans cause 10 cancers in every X-Ray scans cause 10 cancers in every X-Ray scans cause 10 cancers in every X-Ray scans cause 10 cancers in every 
100K people scanned! 100K people scanned! 100K people scanned! 100K people scanned! 

Plague of Autistic kids + childhood Plague of Autistic kids + childhood Plague of Autistic kids + childhood Plague of Autistic kids + childhood 
leukemia is most likely caused by the leukemia is most likely caused by the leukemia is most likely caused by the leukemia is most likely caused by the 
clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black 
Death” in London, this modern Black Death” in London, this modern Black Death” in London, this modern Black Death” in London, this modern Black 
Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and Ford’s Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and Ford’s Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and Ford’s Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and Ford’s 
2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO 
knows Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids knows Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids knows Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids knows Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids 
+ Childhood Leukemia! + Childhood Leukemia! + Childhood Leukemia! + Childhood Leukemia! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit 
because he knew about the several because he knew about the several because he knew about the several because he knew about the several 
government run genocides that the government run genocides that the government run genocides that the government run genocides that the 
governments Numb Nuts Dictators earn governments Numb Nuts Dictators earn governments Numb Nuts Dictators earn governments Numb Nuts Dictators earn 
$177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God 
Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the 
rules for the Vatican. rules for the Vatican. rules for the Vatican. rules for the Vatican. 

“Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors 
become the World Numb Nuts Dictators, become the World Numb Nuts Dictators, become the World Numb Nuts Dictators, become the World Numb Nuts Dictators, 
Homeland Security will be the disease Homeland Security will be the disease Homeland Security will be the disease Homeland Security will be the disease 
cops, #1 terrorists is breast cancer and cops, #1 terrorists is breast cancer and cops, #1 terrorists is breast cancer and cops, #1 terrorists is breast cancer and 
todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the 
statistics of the daily body count statistics of the daily body count statistics of the daily body count statistics of the daily body count 
suppressed, while reporting the Syrian, suppressed, while reporting the Syrian, suppressed, while reporting the Syrian, suppressed, while reporting the Syrian, 
Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings 
dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 
100 women will die a torturous death 100 women will die a torturous death 100 women will die a torturous death 100 women will die a torturous death 
today from breast cancer and this will today from breast cancer and this will today from breast cancer and this will today from breast cancer and this will 
never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly 
News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation 
Mothers of kids who died in Hot Cars Mothers of kids who died in Hot Cars Mothers of kids who died in Hot Cars Mothers of kids who died in Hot Cars 
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would have hanged Dr Koop for not would have hanged Dr Koop for not would have hanged Dr Koop for not would have hanged Dr Koop for not 
calling the FBI about the suppression of calling the FBI about the suppression of calling the FBI about the suppression of calling the FBI about the suppression of 
the Climate Controlled the Climate Controlled the Climate Controlled the Climate Controlled 
ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed 
humanity by not pulling off a successful humanity by not pulling off a successful humanity by not pulling off a successful humanity by not pulling off a successful 
coup on the prohibition of tobacco that coup on the prohibition of tobacco that coup on the prohibition of tobacco that coup on the prohibition of tobacco that 
kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe 
Mission Accomplished - Yale Alumni THIS Mission Accomplished - Yale Alumni THIS Mission Accomplished - Yale Alumni THIS Mission Accomplished - Yale Alumni THIS 
DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale 
Student Council votes to eliminate signed Student Council votes to eliminate signed Student Council votes to eliminate signed Student Council votes to eliminate signed 
integrity pledges! integrity pledges! integrity pledges! integrity pledges! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! 

2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + 
Wives... Wives... Wives... Wives... 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 
Stars Nearest Earth Stars Nearest Earth Stars Nearest Earth Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- 
CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ 
GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! GREG'S 1ST VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for About End War On Earth and the Cure for 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w v=IoQ895niX8w 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it 
the web is fixed up nicely...the web is fixed up nicely...the web is fixed up nicely...the web is fixed up nicely...
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